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Background: Two decades after the launch of Local Agenda 21 in Rio de Janeiro, we have witnessed the
emergence and development of local initiatives in sustainable development. Local energy communities are a clear
manifestation of this development. The questions the paper raises are as follows: can local energy initiatives be
considered seedbeds of innovation? If so, how can such initiatives lead to innovations in the energy supply?
Methods: We applied desk research and reviewed secondary literature.
Results: The questions are answered empirically and theoretically. Empirically, the paper analyses the causes and
manifestations of local community initiatives throughout Europe and especially in the Netherlands, to discover the
drivers and foci of the initiatives. Theoretically, the paper provides an institutionally oriented classification of local
electricity initiatives, based on coordination, technology and performance. In a final step, the paper analyses the
innovative capacity of the local energy initiatives.
Conclusions: The conclusion is that local electricity initiatives can be considered a seedbed of innovation but with
no potential to develop dominance in the electricity supply. The local initiatives will develop as niches inside the
dominant central generating station electricity system and will add to the hybridisation of its products and services.
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Twenty years after the Rio conference on sustainable
development, two things have changed dramatically: cli-
mate change has replaced sustainable development as
the Grand Societal Challenge, and bottom-up innovation
dynamics have developed in response to top-down fail-
ure [1]. In Europe, the latter change clearly reflects the
importance and significance of chapter 28 of Agenda 21,
which states that local authorities ‘play a pivotal role in
educating, mobilizing and responding to the public to
promote sustainable development’ [2]. But the dynamics
of change went beyond local authorities. Throughout
Europe, local initiatives in neighbourhoods, villages and
cities have independently adopted the adage ‘think glo-
bally, act locally’. Numerous local initiatives focusing on
climate change/sustainable development have developed
in the aftermath of the Rio conference, and they are still* Correspondence: m.j.arentsen@utwente.nl
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reproduction in any medium, provided the origdeveloping, such as those devoted to energy in the UK
[3]. The many local initiatives everywhere in Europe sup-
port the hypothesis that civil society and grassroot social
movements, in particular, are important carriers of sus-
tainability transitions. Part of the hypothesis developed
here is that local groups have the ability to develop in-
novative social practices which are influencing change in
wider cultural norms [4]. Ornetzeder and Rohracher [5]
provide support for this hypothesis while analysing early
initiators of local wind power, solar heating and car
sharing, encouraging innovations in those fields. Locally,
therefore, the initiative lies not only with the authorities
but also with independent individuals and groups. It thus
makes sense to focus on bottom-up innovation and transi-
tion dynamics initiated by local groups, associations and
organisations, to get a better understanding of the heritage
of the Rio Summit on local sustainable development.Methods
One of the intriguing questions in this respect is
whether the local initiatives can indeed be considered aer. This is an open access article distributed under the terms of the Creative
mmons.org/licenses/by/2.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and
inal work is properly cited.
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if so, how. Do local initiatives really have an impact on
the dominant energy practices in society? Here, we in-
vestigate this question for the local initiatives concerned
with sustainable or renewable energy. Our core ques-
tions are as follows: Are local energy initiatives seedbeds
of innovation? If so, how do such initiatives produce
innovations in the energy supply? Exploring these ques-
tions is important for the governance of energy and
climate in cities. The rise of renewable energy technolo-
gies into the energy system also seems to affect the
current organisational structure of the system. One
manifestation is the increasing involvement of commu-
nities in, for instance, electricity production. Due to
distributed generation (solar panels), communities are
getting more involved in electricity production and sup-
ply. They want to organise and manage supply and de-
mand at the community level and, in this way, nominate
themselves as participants in the governance of energy
and climate in cities. The aim of the paper is to explore
if and how the local initiatives could make a difference
in innovating the energy system, in particular, electricity
supply. Sustaining electricity supply is very important
from a climate protection perspective and one of the
drivers of energy communities (see below). The local
initiatives and community's outlook, organisation and
activities are theme in the literature. The analysis of
their innovative potential is hardly theme of research.
This paper wants to contribute to the knowledge on the
innovative potential of local communities in electricity
supply.
The paper is structured in the following way. The first
subsection briefly analyses reasons for the rise and
development of local energy initiatives in Europe. Based
on a literature study of recent scientific and non-scientific
literature, we categorise the causes in four types. The next
subsection describes some of the current manifestations
of local energy initiatives. A selection of large and small
initiatives is analysed with respect to their origin, mo-
tives, structure and innovative activities. After these
more empirically oriented subsections, the third sub-
section provides some theoretical understanding and
systematisation is included. The institution-technology-
performance triangle found in the institutional litera-
ture is applied to understand the position of local
energy initiatives with respect to other energy systems.
The last subsection analyses the innovative impact of
the initiatives and answers the question of innovative
seedbeds. The contributions of the local energy initia-
tives to the aspects Schumpeter relate to innovation are
researched. After the conclusion that the initiatives are
innovative, we continue by studying the possible
influence of these innovations on changing the energy
system.Results and discussion
Causes
The emergence of local energy initiatives appears to be
closely related to the emergence of other local initiatives
(not only geographical but also based on connectivity,
common interests) aimed at ‘doing things ourselves’. It
appears that we no longer trust organisations (large mul-
tinationals and governments) to grow, trade and prepare
our food (community gardening, (vers)voko, potluck din-
ners, local (organic) markets, neighbourhood orchard), take
care of our neighbourhood (‘opzomeren’, buurtwachten),
trade our consumption (we-economy), finance our initia-
tives (crowdsourcing), control our insurance (broodfonds),
sustainably run the society we live in (eco-villages), provide
us with (clean) energy (local energy initiatives, winddelen,
windvogel) and so on. All these things can be done by indi-
viduals: we can grow our own vegetables in the garden,
clean the sidewalk in front of our house, install PV panels
on our roof, and live more sustainably. However, there
seems to be a growing interest in doing these things col-
lectively. Being part of a community is becoming more
important to us: ‘… many “sustainability oriented” social
movements explicitly have “localism” as a core issue’ [4].
A wealth of literature exists on the motives, drives and
barriers to the emergence of local energy initiative. Among
others, Bomberg and McEwen [6] studied the drives of
communities to participate in local energy initiatives. They
distinguish ‘structural’ and ‘symbolic’ resources. The first
relates to political structures, while the second consists of
non-material incentives, with community identity and au-
tonomy being highlighted. As expected, support from the
government helps to realise local initiatives. However, the
capability of the local group to reach and use this support
is also important. Another influential factor is the closed
energy sector. This could be a barrier but can also be a
driver when groups wish to be independent of the existing
energy companies. In the Netherlands, Boon [7] analysed
the importance of a long list of possible influences on the
emergence, perception, acceptance and support, and op-
erating technology of local energy initiatives. Important
factors that lead to the emergence of an opportunity to
initiate a local energy initiative are energy prices, envir-
onmental awareness, independence of large companies
and exporting countries, possible local sources, such
benefits as a green image and social cohesion, and dis-
satisfaction with inconsistent energy policies and in-
competent governments. According to Chin-A-Fo [8],
care for the environment and independence of large en-
ergy companies are the two main drivers of participa-
tion in a local energy initiative.
The majority of these motives can be categorized into
four types of motive: environmental, economical, dissat-
isfaction with government effectiveness, and social. Con-
cerns for the environment and a sense that society is
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Rogers et al. [9] questioned and interviewed the partici-
pants in a sustainable energy community in the UK. The
most frequently mentioned reason for becoming involved
in the project was the environment. However, besides
interest in environmental issues, economic aspects also
frequently played a part. Becoming independent of large
energy companies, adding local value, creating jobs and
profit in the region, as well as profit for individual house-
holds, are reasons to set-up or join a local energy initia-
tive. According to Boot [10], local movements focus on
reducing the added value flow outside of the local region,
keeping it in the community. A general distrust of govern-
ment solutions and measures aimed at actually reducing
the environmental impact of our society are also motiva-
tors for people to take the initiative themselves, both
individually and in local cooperatives. Finally, social drives
can be distinguished. An increasing desire to strengthen
community identity and to become autonomous is what
Bomberg and McEwen [6] call ‘symbolic resources’, which
drive communities to participate in local energy initiatives.
A growing sense of community can be observed in society,
with local groups emerging in several different fields. Most
initiatives are based on a combination of these four types
of drive.
To summarise, we see a growing awareness and con-
cern for the environment and the influence of energy
use and generation thereon; an interest in social cohe-
sion; independence of large (energy) companies; and a
distrust that the government will solve our environmen-
tal problems. All of which are reasons for the establish-
ment of local energy initiatives. Besides these aspects, it
is also important to note that technological improve-
ments have made energy technology (such as photovol-
taic panels) available that is reliable, visible, proven and
has an acceptable payback time. It is for this reason that
the first local energy initiatives have proved successful,
so the government steps back [11].
Manifestation
Several kinds of initiatives have emerged in recent de-
cades. We can see bottom-up movements of people who
start by changing their own situation, examples being
eco-villages and transition towns. Others start up their
own local energy cooperation, examples being Grunne-
ger power and Texel Energie. Another movement is not
locally based but involves groups of people with a similar
interest, two of these being winddelen and Windvogel.
While these initiatives find their roots in the local com-
munity, local governments also encourage and set up
local energy initiatives. For instance, the Dutch province
of Overijssel organised a competition to encourage local
sustainable initiatives. The winning village received finan-
cial support from the province, but all other participatingvillages also benefited from the knowledge they gained
during and after the competition. Dutch towns and vil-
lages are making plans to become sustainable or energy
neutral; Groningen wants to be energy neutral in 2035;
Wageningen aims to become climate neutral in 2030;
and Vasse is taking initiatives to become a sustainable
village. Environmental organisations, too, like Milieude-
fensie (Friends of the Earth Netherlands) are activating
their supporters to contribute to the energy transition,
in both practical terms as well as in discussions.
A number of example initiatives will further illustrate
the manifestations. We selected these initiatives to cover
a broad range of actions from initiatives that have grown
to worldwide networks but also initiatives which remained
at a more local scale of a municipality, will be covered.
The selection includes both geographical localised and vir-
tual communities. Well-known and less-known initiatives
are considered and projects with different types of initia-
tors. This has resulted in six selected examples which are
discussed below.
Ecovillages
The object of an ecovillage is to create a sustainable
community. The focus is on social, ecological and spirit-
ual dimensions [12], but economic development is also
included [13,14]. A word-wide network of such initia-
tives started in 1995 in the UK after a conference with
the theme ‘Ecovillages and Sustainable Communities’ [15].
Research by Kasper [16] has shown that energy conserva-
tion and renewable energy production often form part of
the intentions of an ecovillage. Currently, eight Dutch
ecovillage initiatives are members of the Global Ecovillage
Network, most of them having started only a few years
ago [17]. Many different types of ecovillage initiatives
exist; the initiatives in the Netherlands seem to focus
mainly on community building. A notable exception is
the ecovillage initiative in Brabant, among the aims of
which is the production of their own green energy and
autonomy [18].
The attitude of ecovillages towards energy could even-
tually lead to an autonomous energy system. However,
at present, most ecovillages seem to be connected to the
central grid. They focus closely on the local scale; food
and energy production is attuned to the village's actual
natural surroundings. Energy generation equipment can
be community owned, as in the Three Groves Ecovillage
[19] but apparently this is not always the case.
The innovative power of ecovillages is visible in the
communities that have been built. Jackson [15] describes
how ecovillage initiatives diffuse: ‘Many ecovillage princi-
ples are beginning to influence traditional town planners,
such as peripheral parking, common community facilities
and central open spaces without fences’. Also, Dawson
[20] sees the potential of innovations: ‘… ecovillages are in
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demonstration and training that will be required in the
transition: saving seeds, developing place-specific tech-
nologies for growing food, energy-efficient housing,
energy-generation and so on’. Dawson observes that there
is a (slow) trend to becoming more closely embedded in
the surroundings, besides the more traditional targeting of
people with similar interests. He considers this shift essen-
tial for ecovillages to survive and contribute to the transi-
tion to a more sustainable society.
Transition towns
While Ecovillages tend to be newly built villages, grouping
people together geographically, the residents of Transition
Towns (TT) generally live more widespread from each
other [21]. Rob Hopkins founded the TT movement in
2005 in Totnes and the initiative quickly spread around
the world, despite the obstacles experienced [22]. The
movement focuses on a transition towards a society in
which people, resilience and biodiversity are important
[23]. The residents want to face problems related to our
energy supply, economy and climate [24].
In the Netherlands, too, many TT groups have emerged.
Although only a limited number of Dutch TT initiatives
became members of the international TT Network [25],
the national network involves a much larger number [23].
Since climate and energy problems are among the mo-
tives underlying the TT initiative, many activities relate
to the local production of renewable energy and energy
conservation. Some TT groups cooperate with local
energy companies/initiatives, others organise meetings
informing the participants of such possibilities as are
available. Most TT groups are not clustered in separate
neighbourhoods; the members deal with energy in a pri-
vate context.
In a recent paper, Seyfang and Haxeltine [26] analysed
the innovative power of the TT movement based on
strategic niche management. They found that TT com-
munities are successful in replicating their concept, but
upscaling is difficult; TT ideas seem to have started per-
colating into the wider society. TT innovations are more
social than technical.
Grunneger power
Local energy companies have been operating for a long
time everywhere in the world. However, local energy com-
panies have only recently been set up in the Netherlands.
Most such initiatives are based on citizens' idealism; the
challenge is to create a successful business [27].
Currently, Grunneger Power only encourages its mem-
bers to install PV panels, they have no generating units
of their own. The ideal is to obtain locally produced
power but that ambition has not been achieved at the
time of writing [28]. A local, autonomous grid is notenvisioned. The cooperation does not aim to maximise
profit; returns will be reinvested.
Frans Stokman, associated with Grunneger power, is
convinced that such initiatives will change the energy
system [29,30]. Although the cooperation has had to deal
with several problems, it continues to grow [31-34]. The
main innovative power of the local energy cooperation
inheres in the social, not in the technical aspects [35].
Winddelen For people who want to produce their own
renewable energy but are unable to do so in their own
surroundings, the Windcentrale initiated ‘winddelen’ [36].
A wind turbine is financed using crowd funding. Wind
turbine shares can be bought, and the purchaser's share in
the turbine's output is subtracted from the annual energy
consumption. This initiative has turned out to be rather
successful [37]; the two selected wind turbines were sold
within months, and more interested people have been
placed on a waiting list [38].
The wind turbines are simply connected to the central
grid; they are not necessarily sited locally. The facility to
balance the energy product of the shares with the share-
holder's annual electricity consumption is financially at-
tractive, but is not as profitable as own production, since
energy taxes and network costs still have to be paid [39].
The taxing of energy that a person produces, but not on
his/her own roof, is often seen as hampering the energy
transition, for example, [40]. This aspect is also a hin-
drance to the exchange of locally produced energy,
which Grunneger Power would like to achieve. Mem-
bers of Winddelen form a not-for-profit cooperative.
The Windcentrale facilitates this cooperation and is
paid for doing so [41].
Winddelen is not innovative in a technical sense but
rather in an organisational and financial sense. The wind
turbine technology is unchanged, but a new financial in-
strument was created to allow households to obtain their
own wind energy and to balance that financially with
their annual power consumption.
Groningen energy neutral
In common with many municipalities, Groningen also
wants to become an energy neutral city. Municipalities
all over the Netherlands are attempting to become more
sustainable, produce green energy and promote energy
conservation. Groningen started in 2006, the original plan
being energy neutrality in 2025, but that goal had to be
shifted to 2035 [42]. A municipality can make policy,
inform its citizens, facilitate innovative financial and or-
ganisational constructions and, of course, should set an
example by making its own organisation energy neutral.
All these aspects form part of the implementation in the
municipality of Groningen, which defends the choices
made and focuses adopted [43]. In concrete terms, a wind
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turbines [44], and a symposium was organised for entre-
preneurs in the energy field [45].
The goal of this initiative is to promote the energy
transition within a municipality. Although the munici-
pality will encourage the production of renewable en-
ergy, it will not build and own the facilities involved.
Municipalities contribute to the national energy transi-
tion by developing their own strategy; they no longer wait
for the government to lay down the rules. These local
initiatives represent a shift in perceived responsibilities.
Dutch environmental NGOs
Four Dutch environmental non-government organisa-
tions (NGOs) involve their members in a discussion on
a national energy agreement [46]. They polled their fol-
lowers to contribute to the negotiations with the Social
and Economic Council of the Netherlands (SER) [47,48].
The response rate was 10% [49]. The majority of the
supporters of the environmental NGOs want to do their
bit, although they consider the government should be
the party to encourage the energy revolution [50,51].
This initiative is different from the previous ones in
the sense that it does not itself deal with the actual pro-
duction of power. The nationwide energy plan offers
chances for local energy initiatives as well as for the (in-
stallation) industry [52,53].
Collaboration between the environmental NGOs, the
government, the energy business and other stakeholders
to achieve a national energy plan represents a new way
to reach an agreement. Never before have environmen-
tal NGOs been directly involved in defining a new
government plan to guide the energy transition in the
Netherlands for many years to come.
The local initiatives described in this section are exam-
ples of the wide range of local initiatives, movements and
organisations in the field of sustainable development. The
motives for their establishment differ, but they all share a
common concern about the quality of the environment,
the large scale organisation and management of many
economic functions, waste in energy usage and materials,
and a drive to regain responsibility for the quality of life.
Environmental concern, climate change and sustainable
development are the underlying drivers that make people
not only concerned about the future but also highly
inventive and innovative in responding to the concerns.
Participants come up with new modes of organisation and
participation, new modes of energy production, new prod-
ucts and services, and new community-based financing
schemes. In the field of energy production and consump-
tion, local initiatives initiate new modes of production and
consumption with the help of small-scale renewable en-
ergy technology and by organising the local engagement
of the population into productive and rewarding businessmodels. We take the local energy initiatives, in particular
those devoted to electricity, to study the core question of
our paper in greater detail. In the next section, we start by
positioning the local energy initiatives more theoretically
in the institutional environment of the electricity system.
An institutional positioning of local energy initiatives
In addition to the empirical understanding of local en-
ergy initiatives in the previous sections, this section pro-
vides some theoretical underpinnings. Theory is needed
to answer the question whether local energy initiatives
are seedbeds of innovation or not. Our theoretical refer-
ence is the economic institutional literature on network
industries in general and the electricity supply in par-
ticular [54-57]. In the tradition of this body of literature,
network industries - such as electricity, gas, telecom or
railways - are analysed from the perspective of institu-
tional organisation, technology and performance. Three
different types of institutional coordination are distin-
guished: markets, networks and hierarchies [56]. This
typology has been suggested as an amendment of
the Market-Hierarchy typology developed by Oliver
Williamson [58]. Moreover, institutional theory assumes
a mutual relationship between the technology and the insti-
tutional organisation of the electricity system. If technology
changes, there will be consequences for the economic or-
ganisation of the system. The same is assumed for changes
in institutional organisation with implications for technol-
ogy [55]. Finally, performance standards refer to efficiency
standards, or in the case of Williamson to minimal transac-
tion costs [59]. In other words, the theoretical under-
standing of local energy initiatives requires them to be
linked to the institution-technology-performance tri-
angle in the institutional literature. See Figure 1.
The figure defines the three core dimensions as a
three-dimensional space with each dimension represent-
ing a continuum between two boundary values. With
the help of this scheme, it is possible to position local
energy initiatives theoretically vis-à-vis other energy sys-
tems, in particular the central station electricity system,
which is the dominant configuration in the electricity
supply system. We therefore start by classifying the
current central station electricity system in the triangle
of our classification scheme, which shows that the insti-
tutional organisation of the central system is integrated,
meaning that all necessary components are present for
the system to function well [60].
Before liberalisation, the functions were organised ac-
cording to a hierarchical type of institutional coordin-
ation (monopoly). Liberalisation turned the institutional
design into a market-based type of coordination. How-
ever, in both institutional models, the positions and
functions are integrated. The core of the central station
electricity system is the technological system with the
Figure 1 An institutional classification scheme.
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the load centres. No matter what the energy resources
may be (fossil, hydro, nuclear or renewable), the technol-
ogy is large in scale and centrally managed by the grid.
Finally, the performance of the central station electricity
system is privately oriented since the introduction of lib-
eralisation. The benefits of both supply and demand are
privatised [60,61].
Looking at the local initiatives in relation to this posi-
tioning of the central station electricity system, it can be
seen that such initiatives appear to be quite the opposite
of the central station electricity system. The local initia-
tives are institutionally autonomous, referring to the diver-
sified local types of coordination with participation as a
core feature [62]. They chose their own type of coordin-
ation, and they organise membership and participation in
their own way. The performance is community oriented
and not privatised, as in the case of the central station
electricity system. Local initiatives perform for the benefit
of the neighbourhood, the community, the village or the
city. Performance, therefore, is predominantly community
oriented [63]. Finally, technology deviates greatly from the
central station system. The technology is small scale and
localised, despite the connection to the grid. Localisation
of production technology can be geographically local-
ised or community/ownership oriented. Quite often the
community ownership of production technology lies at
the heart of the local organisation, with sustainable
optimization of local production as joint ambition and
target. The grid connection is basically considered a ne-
cessity for back up reasons, when local production does
not yet permit autarchy. In other words, the local energyinitiative in its purest form can be considered institu-
tionally as the opposite of the dominant centralised elec-
tricity system. The initiatives are part of the dominant
system but at the same time, are rather different in their
coordination, organisation, technology and performance.
Besides both extreme models (the centralised model
and the localised one), Figure 1 also allows one to distin-
guish all kinds of intermediate models. Some examples
are given in Figure 2. The lower left and the upper right
quadrant of the figure display both extreme models: the
current centralised electricity system and the independ-
ent local, small scale electricity system. Hybrid models
are displayed in the upper left and bottom right quad-
rant of the figure. Both hybrids show a mixture of local
and central, on both institutional and technological di-
mensions. The PV project of an energy company is a
good example of localised technology that is institution-
ally integrated in the centralised electricity system. The
performance is a mixture of gains for households owning
the PV panels and the energy company. The household
gain is a reduced electricity bill after repaying the cost of
the panels, and the company gain is customer binding
and the continued sale of backup electricity in addition
to the autonomous production of the PV owners.
The local energy association is an example of a local-
ised institutional organisation combined with centralised
technology and a mixture of performance gains. The
local energy association is a local organisation that con-
tracts electricity on the open market for a local commu-
nity. The community gains are a decent electricity price,
while the gain for the company is the profitable supply
contract. Quite often the local energy association is the
Figure 2 Institutional hybrids in electricity supply.
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energy system. As shown in the previous section, several
locations inside and outside the Netherlands share this
ambitiona. This shows that the three-dimensional institu-
tional space is helpful in tracing and classifying hybrid
types of local energy initiatives, combining the features of
the central station electricity system and the local energy
initiatives.
Now we have positioned the local energy initiatives
theoretically, in the next section, we turn to the question
of the innovative nature of the local initiatives.
Local energy initiatives as seedbeds of innovation?
Answering the question posed by the title of the paper
and this section requires an understanding of the notion
of innovation. We draw on the seminal work of Joseph
Schumpeter, who developed the modern notion of
innovation [64]. According to Schumpeter, innovation de-
notes the introduction of five kinds of new approaches by
entrepreneurs: new products, new production processes
(technologies), new markets, new organisations and new
input [65]. Schumpeter basically defined innovation in
terms of new combinations of existing resources [66]. He
viewed innovation as part of a trilogy of change: inven-
tion, innovation and diffusion [67]. Invention is con-
ceived as the generation of new knowledge and ideas,
whereas innovation refers to the transformation of
inventions into new products and processes. Diffusion,
finally, refers to the spread of these products and pro-
cesses into the economic process. Innovation, therefore,
can affect both technical and non-technical phenomena.
Whereas Schumpeter concentrated on technological
and non-technical innovations and the implications foreconomic development, innovation can also address the
social sphere [68].
In the context of the Schumpeterian understanding of
innovation, the local energy initiatives can be considered
as Schumpeterian entrepreneurs who came up with new
combinations of knowledge and resources related to the
electricity supply. They did not develop new knowledge
but instead used already existing organisational models
and technologies and applied them to the local electri-
city supply. In this way, the initiatives can be considered
as innovations. They developed new ways of organising
production and consumption in the electricity supply.
For instance, the community as an organisational entity
did not exist in electricity production and consumption
until it was initiated and pushed by local energy initia-
tives. Public-private partnerships did exist in electricity
production, but the group/community idea was new in
the consumer segment. The same holds for the idea of
combining electricity consumption with production.
This model was already known in the industrial segment
of the electricity market but was new for the household
segment. The local energy initiatives made households
both consumers and producers, with the term prosumer
coined as new descriptive label. Community gain as a per-
formance standard was also new in the electricity system.
Previously, the gain was either collective (under monopoly)
or private (under liberalisation) [57]. Thus, local energy ini-
tiatives can indeed be considered seedbeds of innovation.
They introduced innovations to the electricity system, es-
pecially institutional innovations, not so much techno-
logical ones. In a way, technology enabled and facilitated
local energy initiatives rather than being their product. In-
novations in solar PV, wood incineration, bio-digestion and
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energy initiatives, enabling them to organise local electri-
city production and consumption for the benefit of the
community.
Local energy initiatives innovated in terms of the scale,
focus and organisation of electricity production and con-
sumption, and, therefore, the local initiatives indeed can
be considered as “seedbed of innovation”. But the intri-
guing question related to this conclusion is where does
the seedbed lead to? In other words, what does the in-
novative capacity of the local energy initiatives imply for
the future development of the electricity system? Here,
different answers are possible. First, the seedbed could
be considered as an incubation to develop from a niche
into a dominant electricity regime [69,70], turning the
central station electricity system into an alternative sys-
tem. Second, the seedbed of local energy initiatives could
be considered in its potential to affect the future devel-
opment of the central station electricity system. We will
analyse both options in two separate sections.
From niche to dominant regime?
With respect to the first option, our expectation is
that local energy initiatives will continue to develop
as niches in the meaning of Geels multi-level perspec-
tive of socio-technical transitions [70] on the periph-
ery of the dominant central station electricity system.
We advance two arguments for this expectation, tech-
nical and institutional.
With respect to the first, technical argument, electri-
city is a technology-bound product; physics requires that
it be produced in real time and consumed in a closed
technological system. This has been a core driver in the
upscaling of the electricity system throughout its exist-
ence. The scale of the system is now European in terms
of technology, system management, institutional coord-
ination and organisation.b The rationale behind the tech-
nical upscaling of the system is efficiency and back up
[60]. The enormous electricity requirement and its sig-
nificance in modern society make us very dependent on
the large-scale central station electricity system. No-
where in Europe would the local initiatives be able to
cover the electricity demand of modern society. This
would not only require huge increases in local production
throughout Europe but also the interconnection of all the
local production sites. This would once again end up with
the present European electricity grid, including its centra-
lised large-scale production units. In other words, a devel-
opment to replace the current central station electricity
system with a European integrated grid would not appear
to be very likely in the near future. The combination of
huge electricity demand, physics and technology will be
the barrier to local energy initiatives coming to dominate
the electricity supply.The second, institutional argument rests on the fact
that stakeholders in the incumbent fossil, hydro and nu-
clear dominated electricity regimes are not interested in
a development away from the dominant central station
electricity system. The incumbent system is large scale
in every respect, including the gains and losses to the in-
cumbent companies and organisations. The sunk costs
as well as the asset specificities are vast. In the short term,
all incumbents therefore face the risk of loss from the
local energy initiatives. Throughout the electricity produc-
tion chain, there will be a loss of clientele and turnover
and an increase of risk and uncertainty. The incumbents'
resistance is subtle but effective, as shown by the results of
10 years of energy transition in the Netherlands [71,72].
Both arguments lead us to expect that the local energy
initiatives will remain and develop as a niche in the dom-
inant central station electricity system. The niche will
develop inside the dominant system for the same two ar-
guments. Local initiatives will need backup from the cen-
tral grid, and this will cause them to remain part of the
dominant system. The interests of the incumbents in the
dominant regime will also keep the niche inside the dom-
inant system. Incumbents have an interest in collaborating
with the niche players. They might also be forced to col-
laborate by the ambitions of the local communities. Com-
panies and communities will develop new products and
services to benefit both parties, such as electrical car
sharing services and smart energy system development.
Therefore, the most dynamic developments will lie in the
central area of Figures 1 and 2 above, rather than in the
upper right quadrant of the figures. The upper right quad-
rant will be the space where the purely localised energy
system will develop. This model might be particularly in-
teresting for rural communities in Europe. Triggered by
nearby bio-resources in combination with robust conver-
sion technologies, these communities quite often take
local renewable energy production as a guide for develop-
ing a sustainable community. Examples of these initiatives
can be found in Austria, Germany and Switzerlandc.
Hybridization?
The second impact option of local initiatives could be a
further hybridization of electricity supply. We expect
most hybrid dynamics in the central area of Figures 1
and 2, with both incumbents and local communities as
collaborating partners. The entrance point of these hy-
brid types of collaboration is smart grid technology. This
kind of technology is beneficial to both the local commu-
nities and the incumbent companies. Smart grid manage-
ment technologies allow demand-side management and
peak shaving, bringing financial gains to both the local
community and the incumbent company, with energy effi-
ciency gains for both. The smart grid technology is only in
its infancy but is expected to have huge potential in
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[73]. New smart technologies will thus draw together the
local communities and the incumbents, to the benefit of a
more efficient electricity supply.
A further step in this direction is emerging under the
label smart energy systems [74]. And here too, technol-
ogy and institution as well as performance are involved.
See Figure 3. The figure shows that most innovation is
expected in the centre of the figure, where the new and
the old will meet, causing a further hybridisation of the
electricity system. The hybridisation towards smart en-
ergy systems is predominantly caused by the large-scale
integration of intermittent renewable-based electricity
production. In particular, wind- and PV-based electricity
generation heavily depends on weather conditions as this
requires back-up capacity in case of under production
and storage capacity in case of overproduction by the re-
newables. According to some scholars [74,75], the man-
agement of these problems needs an energy focus beyond
electricity. Lund et al. (2012) argue and illustrate how gas-
and heat-based technologies, like CHP and bio-energy,
and new renewable-based energy carriers, like hydrogen,
can add to efficient and effective balancing of the electri-
city grid. Those technologies already operational quite
often are owned and operated by local communities. Local
communities as owners of potential balancing technolo-
gies can operate the technology also for balancing pur-
poses and this would innovate their business model and
the transactional relationship with the incumbent regime.
Lund et al. show how a fully operational local CHP plant
not only can satisfy local energy needs but easily also can
operate as efficient balancing capacity. The investments
for such an additional function of the CHP plant are ra-
ther restricted. Local heat pumps, hydrogen and electrical
vehicles could operate accordingly. The hybridisation inFigure 3 Technology and institution as well as performance involvedtechnology and institution is also affecting the perform-
ance dimension in Figure 3. Here, the incumbent regime
and the local community are combining their private re-
spectively community orientation in performance with
system oriented performance standards, like efficient bal-
ancing and sustainability.
This leads us to the conclusion that the local energy
initiatives can indeed be considered as seedbeds of
innovation. The local initiatives have innovated especially
the institutional and performance perspectives of the elec-
tricity supply. More importantly, they have questioned the
centrality of the dominant regime and its path-dependent
development towards ever-increasing scale. Local energy
initiatives used the availability of smaller-scale technology
in combination with smart grid management technology,
to develop new ways of organising the electricity supply to
the benefit of the community. The large-scale integration
of intermittent renewable-based generation capacity has
the potential to add to the innovative power of local
communities. Intermittent generation requires balan-
cing technologies which are quite often owned by local
communities. It is here where the old and the new meet
and jointly design a further hybridisation of electricity
supply.
Conclusion
The aim of the paper was to explore if and how local ini-
tiatives could make a difference in innovating the energy
system, in particular electricity supply. Sustaining electri-
city supply is very important from a climate protection
perspective and one of the drivers of energy communities.
Twenty years after the Rio Summit, we can conclude that
local initiatives and activities have taken root. We can ob-
serve the rise and diffusion of numerous local initiatives
on sustainable development. Our paper has traced and.
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cern, local economic development, strengthening social
cohesion and disappointment with centralised govern-
ment coordination. The paper has also given several ex-
amples of local initiatives, showing that the initiatives
share a wide concern about the future state of the world
and the ambition to make a difference by local action.
With respect to focal point and orientation, the initiatives
vary: some are broader in their orientation than others.
From our empirical account, it can be concluded that
the local initiatives share the ambition to regain control
of certain aspects of life and the need to share this am-
bition with others in communities of people, either liv-
ing close to each other or sharing common ideas and
ambitions at distance.
The paper then went on to analyse the theoretical
grounding of the local initiatives, especially initiatives in
the field of renewable energy production and consump-
tion. Focusing on local energy initiatives enabled us to
link them with institutional theory on network indus-
tries (electricity, gas, ICT, rail). With the help of a three-
dimensional space, it was possible to understand the
local energy initiatives as the opposite of the central sta-
tion electricity system which has dominated electricity
production and consumption almost from the invention
of electricity. Institutionally, the local energy initiative is
autonomous in coordination, whereas in the dominant
electricity system coordination is integrated. Technol-
ogy is centralised in the dominant system but localised
in the local energy system. A major difference also exists
with respect to performance, which is individualized in
the dominant system, but community oriented in the
localised one.
The final step was to answer the core question: Are
local energy initiatives seedbeds of innovation or not?
Drawing on Schumpeter's notion of innovation, we have
concluded that the local energy initiatives can be consid-
ered seedbeds of innovation. In electricity supply, they
have renewed the organisation and coordination of pro-
duction and supply of electricity, business models and
financing schemes. We also concluded that the local in-
novations will remain a niche in the dominant central
station electricity system. We advanced two arguments
for this. The paper ended with the expectation that collab-
oration between local energy initiatives and incumbents
will increase institutional hybridization in the electricity
supply. Our expectation is that smart grid technology and
smart energy systems will function as a mediator between
the local and the central system. If smart technology
proceeds, the hybridization of the electricity supply will
follow. We showed that the further integration of inter-
mittent renewable-based generation capacity adds to the
hybridization of electricity supply in terms of technology,
institution and performance.Our analysis shows that local energy initiatives indeed
seeded innovation in the electricity system. The local ini-
tiatives brought the sustainability standard clearly and ac-
tively into the electricity system. Policy could recognize
this achievement more openly, for instance by relieving
legal and institutional barriers in the further development
of local energy communities. For instance, peer-to-peer
supply of electricity in the local community is a strong
ambition of the energy community but often not allowed
by law. The same holds for real-time billing of electricity.
Here too, a change of rules could balance the economic
interest of the community with the societal interest of a
more efficient electricity system. Policy could encourage
more actively the potential contribution to grid balancing
of locally owned production and storage capacity. The ex-
ample of Denmark shows that there are quite some soci-
etal gains involved if the community-owned production
capacity is recognised and used for balancing purposes.
The same holds for local storage capacity. Recent research
in Germany showed the economic and environmental
advantages of investing in local balancing and storage cap-
acity over investments in enlargement of the peak toler-
ance of the distribution grid [76].
The innovation in and hybridization of electricity supply
require a different role of policy. In the pre-liberalisation
era, this role was basically planning oriented and became
regulation oriented under liberalisation. It shows that the
dynamics in the electricity system, stemming from the in-
tegration of renewables, the balancing problems and the
emergence of local energy communities, require innova-
tive policy. Such a policy should address the problem of
balancing the diversity of interests in the modern electri-
city system: the interest of the private company, the inter-
est of the local energy community and the societal interest
of a cost effective sustainable electricity system.Endnotes
aA nearby example is the initiative south of Enschede
to establish and run an energy company in the region
called Achterhoek (www.AGEM.nu).
bThis is not to say that the EU electricity market is
one single internal entity.
cSee for instance the projects on renewable energy in
the project survey on the website of Intelligent Energy
Europe and the participants list on the website of the
European Energy Award.
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